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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Just Gotta Camp - Rangers, an exciting camp to go for Rangers. We hope
the girls and adults will be active, have lots of fun taking their camping skills to a new level
and enjoy learning the basic skills and fun of adventure camping.
This package is a replica of the Just Gotta Camp - Pathfinders. It includes plenty of
activities for both branches. In this camp package, you will find a program outline for a
two-night event with a wide variety of activities, games and crafts to choose from to
teach the girls about the 10 essentials needed for survival in outdoor adventure. As well, there
are menu and recipe suggestions, a campfire, Guides’ Own and a kit list. This resource
is designed to be used by girls and Guiders alike to be involved with the camp planning
process. Build your camp to suit the season, the number of girls and the available time.
Pick those activities that work best for you and your girls and remember to be flexible.
Further themes that fit these activities include Survivor, Hunger Games, Off to
Neverland etc. Adapt this package to have fun while learning to camp!
Remember to use the most recent Safe Guide forms and to have them assessed as
appropriate. Be sure to inform your Camping Advisor and District Commissioner of your
camping plans, and draw on the resources available to you within your district
(Camping, Music, Program Advisers, local trainers, etc.).
Crests order forms are available on the BC Girl Guides website
(https://www.girlguides.ca/WEB/BC/), and crests are $1.00 each for units from BC.
There is also an evaluation form at the end of this package, and we would love to hear
feedback from you regarding this camp. We love receiving pictures, so please send
photos from camp (making sure that everyone in them has image releases in iMIS) and
feedback to the BC Camping Committee at bc-camping@girlguides.ca.
In this camp, as in every camp, a vast amount of material has been covered and learning
has happened. Please, be sure you are adding activities completed to the girl's Girls First
program.
The BC Camping Committee has two rules in addition to Safe Guide that we ask you
follow at each and every camp:
1. Be a No Trace Camper – Take only pictures, leave
only footprints
2. Have FUN!!
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Please remember although we have provided this schedule, you should remain flexible
and adjust it to suit your camp. Activity times can be combined to allow for more in
depth program choices (eg. Archery, hike, geocaching, etc.)
Friday
6:00pm

Registration - Campers arrive at camp having eaten dinner.
Set up tents & beds

7:30

Opening

8:00

- Camp Rules
- Introductions – Guiders, First Aider, Quarter Master,
- Divide into program groups and introduce yourself
Activity 1

9:00

Activity 2

10:00

Mug Up

11:00

Quiet Time

Saturday
7:30am

Wake up

8:00

Cook Breakfast & Clean up

9:30 – 10:15

Activity 3

10:15– 10:30 Snack
10:30- 11:15

Activity 4

11:30- 12:15

Activity 5

12:15 – 1:30

Cook Lunch

1:30 – 3:15

Activity 6

3:15

Snack

3:30 – 4:15

Activity 7

4:30 – 5:00

Activity 8

5:00

Cook Dinner

7:30

Activity 9

8:45

Campfire

9:45

Mug Up

11:00

Quiet Time
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Sunday
7:30am

Wake Up

8:00

Breakfast & Lend a Hand Duties

8:45

Pack up Camp & Clean Up

9:45

Activity 10

10:30

Activity 11

11:30

Closing ceremonies, Guides Own, and photo op

12:00 noon

Depart camp
It is possible to extend your camp to the afternoon. You will need to provide
lunch and more activities. Choose from those provided.
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PROGRAM WORKSHEET
Friday
Time
6:00pm

Activity

Responsible
Guider

Equipment Needed

Responsible
Guider

Equipment Needed

Registration
Set up camp

7:30

Opening

8:00

Activity 1

9:00

Activity 2

10:00

Mug Up

11:00

Quiet Time

Saturday
Time

Activity

7:30am

Wake up

8:00

Cook
Breakfast
& Clean
up

9:30 – 10:15

Activity 3

10:15– 10:30

Snack

10:30- 11:15

Activity 4

11:30- 12:15

Activity 5

12:15 – 1:30

Cook
Lunch

1:30 – 3:15

Activity 6
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3:15

Snack

3:30 – 4:15

Activity 7

4:30 – 5:00

Activity 8

5:00

Cook
Dinner

7:30

Activity 9

8:45

Campfire

9:45

Mug Up

11:00

Quiet
Time

Sunday
Time

Activity

7:30am

Wake Up

8:00

Breakfast &
Clean up

8:45

Pack up
Camp &
Clean Up

9:45

Activity 10

10:30

Activity 11

11:30

Closing,
Guides Own,
Evaluation

12:00
noon

Depart camp

Responsible
Guider
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PROGRAM NOTES
Just Gotta Camp for other branches: While some of the activities would be suitable
for girls of other Guiding branches, Just Gotta Camp to Go are available for each level
of Guiding. Girls eager to earn the crests for the branches younger than they are can
assist or run a camp skill day or a camp for those branches.
Program groups & identification: Have the girls pick patrol group names based on
your theme or outdoor adventures (eg. geographic locations, plants, types of camping
gear or tribal names for a survivor camp).
Scarves cut from inexpensive cotton can be used to identify groups and act as name
tags. Stitch or cut the edges with pinking shears to prevent fraying. Have a different
colour for each program group. Feel free to use iron on transfers, permanent
markers or fabric paint to incorporate any further theme ideas (eg. Survivor) or let
the girls decorate their scarf as a keepsake!
Activities: The activities selected are based on learning about the 10 essentials for any
outdoor adventure. These include:
• Illumination
• Fire making kit
• Navigation (map & compass)
• Knife
• Signaling device
• Insulation (extra clothing)
• Sun protection
• First Aid kit
• Nutrition & hydration
• Emergency shelter
Program Connections: The activities suggested in this camp to go will help work
towards program work in the following sections among others:
• Outdoor know how
• Finding your way
• Knots, knives & outdoor lore
• Survivor girl
Note: This program activity guide is designed so that it can either be used by Guiders or
to be handed to girls to plan their own camping experiences. As such general ideas for
activities are listed and full equipment lists will be needed to be developed.

10 Essentials - Illumination
Night games: Lantern Place lamp and post a sentry 5 yards behind the lamp. The rest
go off to an agreed starting point, and on signal they start to creep toward the lamp.
The goal is to crawl up and grab the lamp without being named out loud by the sentry
Night hike – On a clear night with a full moon, go for a walk/hike on a trail that you
you’ve hiked during the day and pay attention to the differences. For example, is there
different animals, reptiles or insects? Is there bioluminescence visible? Do you
recognize features of the hike?
Glow in the dark jars – Make glow jars with glow sticks, jars & water and decorate.
Shadow Puppet theatre – Tell a story at campfire using shadow puppets.
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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10 Essentials – Sun protection & First Aid & Personal Hygene
Search and Rescue – Separate half the group into “injured” and the other half into
rescuers. Have the girls who are injured to act out a scenario (they could all play the
same injury or different injuries) and the rescuers would then treat the injured
appropriately to retrieve them. Make your own scenarios or use these examples: tree
fell on a girl’s leg; unconscious girl, cut finger while whittling, twisted ankle, burnt fingers
on her marshmallow, gaping wound, first aid scenarios include: fainting,
hypothermia/hyperthermia, choking, bee sting (EpiPen).
Make a first aid kit – Make a personal first aid kit and identify things you might add for
a bigger group or for a backcountry trip that is more than 4hr from EMS.
1st Aid challenge – Using only a bandana and things they find will around camp
produce a correctly done ankle bandage, head bandage, arm sling with splint and leg
splint. Build a stretcher to transport someone with a broken leg.
Personal hygiene: Possible camp locations don’t always have outhouses! Have the
girls create skits to cover the following topics:
• How to Pee & Poop in the woods.
• Having your period while camping

10 Essentials - Navigation
Orienteering - Use maps from your local Orienteering course to learn to navigate or
participate in a local event http://www.orienteeringbc.ca/index.php
Geocaching – Complete the BC geocaching Challenge
Weather reading: Practice studying clouds and predicting weather. Keep a daily
weather log of both predictions and actualities
Astronomy – Learn to navigate by the stars using Cassiopeia, the Big Dipper and the
North Star to find North and your current latitude. Find South using the moon or Orion’s
belt. For more details, http://www.backpacker.com/survival/how-to-navigate-by-the-stars
Topographical Maps: Get the topographical map for the area you’re camping in. Find
the following details about your map:
• What is the map number for the area you would like to paddle/hike?
• What do the colours mean?
• What is the scale of that map?
• What is the average declination of that map?
• How much has that declination changed since the map was printed?
• What is the highest peak on the map?
• Determine the coordinates for your campsite
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10 Essentials – Signaling
Semaphore: Learn to signal with Semaphore flags. Challenge your girls to signal a
word that fits with your theme or a clue as part of a scavenger hunt.

Morse code telephone – Play telephone signalling with Morse code with a simple
phrase. See how true it is at the end. Try it again with another your favorite code.
Create your own code – With symbols or letters create your own code and decoder.
Share a message with another girl to decode or use it as clues for a treasure hunt.
Message in a bottle – Make a message in a bottle. Learn about wind patterns (fresh
water) or tide & ocean patters to understand where your message would travel if
release from your favorite location. Where would it be in a day? In a month? In a year?
Understanding body language – We say a lot of things with our body. Learn about
body language and what messages you’re revealing about your feelings and the
underlying meanings behind your actions.
PORTS Wide Game – Find the game instructions at the end of this document
Flag signals – Learn about marine flag signals & design your own flag signals to
communicate at camp
Distress signals – You realized you are lost in the woods. You only have the materials
on them or can find on the trail near you. Make a distress signal that could be viewed by
a search plane flying overhead and when rescued be able to tell 2 things you would and
wouldn’t do when lost.
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10 Essentials – Nutrition & Hydration
Identification of edible plants: Bring in a local resource person to help the girls
identify and select edible plants. Make a meal or snack of local edible plants. Do not
pick or eat any unknown plants, mushrooms or berries.
Game On: Pancakes - Teams must prime and fire up a backpacking stove, then cook
an edible flapjack using pancake mix, and a nonstick frypan.
Chopped – campfire edition – Teams compete with a group of the same ingredients to
make a gourmet meal cooked completely over the campfire
Creative camp cooking – Cook every meal on a different method of cooking
(campstove, fire, tinfoil box oven, Dutch ovens, briquettes, umbrella, buddy burner, etc.)
Lightweight foods: The food needed to fuel your body is heavy, so it’s important to try
cut back on weight by using dried food. Dried pasta, noodles, instant rice, oatmeal,
milk, soups and potatoes are commercially available, relatively cheap and easy to
prepare with other ingredients. Dried fruits make great snacks or can be rehydrated and
combined with other ingredients to make elaborate desserts. Commercially available
freeze-dried meals are an easy way to decrease the weight, but can be heavy if you
make it and no one likes it.
Plan lunch or menu to include a taste test of commercially available dehydrated meals.
Check out ideas in the OAL Adventure Food ideas
Bear cache: Protecting your food & campsite from animals is key to campsite
management and safety. Learn how to cache your food and supplies using a simple or
advanced bear cache method.
Hydration: This is the most basic part of survival as without water you die in 48hr.
Rather than carrying all our water, we rely on water purification to be able to safely drink
the water available in the world. Remember to always have a backup purification
method, filter the cleanest water available.
Think of ways to ways you can pre-filter dirty water & taste 3 methods of water
purification systems. Options of water purification include:
• Boiling
• Chemical Purification (eg. Iodine,
• Ultraviolet light (Steripen)
Aqua tabs, Pristine drops or tablet)
• Water filtration

10 Essentials – Fire making
Fire building without a match. Learn how to use flints or friction methods to light a fire.
String burning: Goal is to burn a string tied across the fire pit 18” above the pit. The fire
can be built up to 12” from fire pit and the first group to burn through the string wins. For
safety, only one girl can tend the fire at a time (eg. lay wood, blow on the fire, etc) while
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the rest of the group can collect and chop wood or find necessary safety supplies. Other
goals can include a race to boil water in a paper bag or other fire-related task
Extinguish the flame – As teams, determine what is the fastest way to put out a fire
without water
Smoky the Bear says - Play Simon Says using Fire Safety terms
Fire starters - Make 4 different types of fire starters

10 Essentials – Insulation
Cotton Kills: Water absorption by jeans
You will need:
• Selection of pants made of various materials - one pair for each group
• A large bowl or bucket for each group
• A scale - kitchen scales are great because they are more sensitive
• A measuring cup for water - 4 cups
• Paper and pen for each group to record the results
• A ruler for each group.
• Water
Directions: Each group writes down the hypothesis, or the question. Record the type of
pant and the material from which they were made. Weigh the pants dry and record the
result. Measure 4 cups of water into the large bowl/bucket. Stick the pant legs into the
water, about 4 inches deep. Do not press down or squeeze water into the pants.
Record the time. Let the pants sit for 30 minutes. Record the new time. Remove the
pant legs from the water. Weigh the pants wet. Record the weight. With a ruler,
measure the height of the water soaked up pant leg. Record the results.
Additional questions for the group:
• If you took 5 pairs of pants on a month long backpacking trip and your bag got
wet, how much extra weight would you be carrying? What are the answers for
each type of pant?
• You were out in the rain all day in your jeans setting up camp. Now it's bedtime.
After changing into your dry night clothes you throw your jeans on top of your
other clothes. How quickly will they make other cotton clothes wet? What would
happen if you did this with the nylon pants?
• Why would hypothermia be a greater risk if you were in wet clothes, than in dry?
The technology of clothing – Learn about the different technologies available for
clothing, including water repellency, breathability, insulation and flammability.
This bed is just right - Visit a local sports store to learn about the different sleeping
bag ratings and insulation materials and how make your bag warmer by adding a bag
liner or putting something under your bag. What you sleep on can be just as important,
so test out different types of sleeping mats that are available and learn how much body
heat you lose on different terrain (rock, dirt, snow, etc.)
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A touque to bed? - You lose 60% of your body heat through your head so test the
importance of having clean clothes and a hat when going to bed.
EXPERIMENT MATERIALS: 5 pop cans, hot water, a pan of ice, a hat for one of the
cans, ear warmers for another can, a ball cap, a lamp.
METHOD: Fill three cans with hot water. Put a hat on one, a warmer on one, no hat on
the last. Place the 3 hot cans on the pan of ice. Fill two cans with cold
water, put a
ball cap on one and nothing on the other. Sit then on the counter. Shine the lamp on
them. Leave them, come back and check on them every once in a while.
The power of layers - Test the theory of layering your clothing with this experiment
METHOD: Check your body temperature before you start to dance. Is your skin
dry or moist? Are you cold or warm? Now, put on the tape and dance away.
OBSERVATIONS:
1. What was your body temperature like before you started to dance?
2. What was it like while you were exercising?
3. What was it like right after you stopped exercising?
4. What was it like 5 minutes after you stopped exercising?
5. Do you feel like putting more clothes on or taking some off?
6. What type of clothing will you choose when we go out? How many layers
will you start with? What will you do when you start to warm up?

10 Essentials – Knifes & Tools
Knife sharpening – Learn to care for your knife, hatchet or axe including how to
properly sharpen them.
Design your own pocket knife - What would be the key tools to be included and how
would they all fit?
Carving crafts – Practice your knife skills to carve items out of the following:
•
•
•
•

Potato stamps – Carve your favorite design into potato to create stamps
Soap bar carving
Almond people
Vegetable carving

Whittling - Whittle fire building materials such as feather sticks, tinder & kindling
Gear repair – Taking care of your camp gear is essential to your success at camp.
Perform maintenance on your camp equipment.

10 Essentials – Emergency Shelters & Knots
Catapults – Build large scale gadget catapults to launch water balloons during the
summer or snowballs in the winter.
Knot hoop relay – With one 6-foot piece of rope for each patrol, on signal, the first girl
ties the rope into a loop with a square knot (or a sheet bend, fisherman’s knot, or other
joining knot) and passes it over his head and down her body. They step out of the loop,
unties the knot, and passes the rope to the next girl, who repeats the procedure, and so
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on down the line. The first patrol to finish wins. If patrols aren’t of equal size, announce
a specific number of knots to be tied. This will mean that one or more girls might have to
tie two knots apiece. Variation: Instead of rope, use pieces of wool yarn. If the yarn loop
breaks, it must be tied again making the loop smaller and more difficult to get through.
Blind tents – Select one girl to be the instructor, and have the remaining girls in the
patrol blindfolded. The instructor gives directions for the girls to set up a tent while
blindfolded.
Lashing challenge - Using your lashing skills, the ball of yarn enclosed, and your rope,
create a tripod. When your tripod is finished, get a water bucket from the fire circle and
suspend it from the center rope. You may not remove any water from the bucket. If you
spill, you must refill. Your tripod must be strong enough to hold a bucket of water
suspended at least three inches above the ground for five minutes. The end of your
rope may not dunk into the water. You may secure the end or shorten your rope
(without cutting it).
Shelters - Build an emergency shelter and camp inside it overnight. Alternatively, build
a number of different shelters and test the conditions that might affect the success of
that shelter (wind, rain etc.)

10 Essentials – Active & Fun Challenge Options
Leave No Trace – Try activities from the Leave No Trace amazing race instant meeting
Quicksand challenge - A thick rope (with several knots at the end) is hanging from a
tree over an area designated as "quicksand." The goal or challenge is to get the entire
group across the quicksand without touching it at any time. If anyone in the group
touches the quicksand, the entire group must return to the starting point to begin again.
Paracord Projects- Bracelets, lanyards, key chains, water bottle holders and even
paracord people are only a few of the projects girls can make. There are many ideas
and patterns available on line.
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Campfire Pictionary – Make a list of your favorite camp songs and
Archery – Make use of your local archery course at camp or in the community.
Survival game – Have the girls complete the following survival simulation game
http://www.epilogsys.com/scoutingweb/SubPages/SurvivalGame.htm
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MENU & RECIPES
Pathfinders should actively be involved to cook the meals as much as possible. However, this
means that ample time needs to be scheduled to allow the time to prepare & clean up afterward.
The following menu suggestions can be adapted to suit your actual group of campers an
Remember to be aware of dietary sensitivities and allergies.
Many of the ideas below can be found on the BC Girl Guide Website under Camping Resources
Mug Up Ideas

English muffin pizzas; Cheese, sausage/pepperoni and Crackers;
Banana boats, Baked Apples or peaches, Nut butter & Banana Quesadillas,
Pudgy Turtles (refrigerated crescent rolls stuffed with chocolate, skor chips,
nuts) Squirrels & Chipmunks (two-bit brownies with a peppermint patty, mint
girl guide cookie, or peanut butter cup in the middle

Breakfast Tinfoil breakfast with Bacon/Sausages, hash browns and scrambled egg
Ideas
Bacon & Eggs in a paper bag
Breakfast Burritos (egg, bacon bits, hash browns, vegetables, cheese, salsa)
Egg Muffins (place bacon/ham in bottom of clean, greased tuna can, crack
egg and top with cheese. Cook over fire 10-15min) & place on English muffin
Pancakes or French toast with toppings (syrup, jam, icing sugar, fruit)
Bagels (cream cheese, jam, nut butters etc) & yogurt
Spicy tofu scramble
Snack Ideas

Fruit and caramel sauce
Hummus & vegetables
Granola Bar taster bar (try new commercial granola bars or make your own
like the Solo Mountain Bars)
Trail Mix
Cookies

Lunch Ideas

Pie iron or Buddy burner sandwiches eg. Grilled Cheese, Pizza Pockets,
Tacos in a bag
Milk carton BBQ sandwiches
Flaming Burlap Pizzas
Pigs in a blanket on a stick
Quinoa salad

Dinner Ideas

Lightweight backpacking meal tasters
Build your own quesadillas
Dutch oven Chilli
Baked potato bar
Tinfoil dinners
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GRACES
Singing a grace before a meal is a tradition that has lost popularity over the years, but it
is still nice to thank those responsible for your food before eating it. Singing grace
doesn’t have to be involved in religion at all, try some of these out for example:
Zip a Dee Do Dah Grace
Zip a dee do dah, Zip a dee ay,
We are grateful for your blessings today.
We’ve plenty to eat, to drink and to share,
We sit at your table, with friends everywhere!
MMM Grace (to the tune of Linger)
Mmm - I am so thankful
Mmm - that we’re together
Mmm - to share this food with each of you
Rumble, Rumble, Tummy Loud (to the tune of Twinkle twinkle little star)
It's now time to feed the crowd
As we share this grace and meal
Tell your neighbour how you feel Thank you for this food we eat Friends we make and
those we keep
Campfire Grace (to the tune of Fire’s Burning)
We’re thankful,
For friendship,
For friendship,
And for good food,
And for good food,
And hands that prepared it.
Boom Boom TA-RA-RA (to the tune of Roll Out the Barrel)
Give thanks for good friends,
We have a barrel of fun.
Give thanks for good food,
We won’t waste one single crumb. Boom Boom Ta-Ra-Ra!
Sing out a song of good cheer.
Now’s the time for us to give thanks, The food and friendship’s here
A Mabel Lake Morning
We give thanks to our friends,
We give thanks for our bread,
We give thanks for the blessings,
Of the day that lies ahead.
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CAMPFIRE

Some song ideas for you!
P-A-R-T-Y
The P is for party
The A is for all night
The R is for rhythm
And the T is for tonight
The Y is for you
And you know what to do
So let’s party
Don’t let your mama know
Party
Cause she won’t let you go
Party
All right all right all right all right

Girl Scout Camp
The Cookies that they have there
they say there mighty fine
but one rolled off the table
and killed a friend of mine.

Stan, Stan, Lavatory Man
Stan, Stan, Lavatory Man
Chief inspector of the outhouse clan
He issues the tissues, the papers and
the towels;
Listens to the rhythms of the various
bowels

The nurses that they have there
they say there mighty fine
but when you break a finger
she breaks the other nine.

Deep down under the ground
Where all the little poopies are
swimming around
Stan, Stan, Lavatory Man
Scoops up the poopies in a little tin can.
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Chorus:
OOh, I dont wanna go
to girl scout camp,
Gee mom i wanna go,
but they won’t they won’t let me go,
gee mom i wanna go hoooommme.
Girl Scout Camp,
Girl Scout Camp.

The toilets that they have there
they say there mighty fine
but when you sit upon it,
it sucks up your behind.
The counselors that they have there
they say there mighty fine
but when they take the makeup off,
they look like Frankenstein
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Camp Rock
Hip hop, (insert camp name) rock, let
me see your left foot drop
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Hip hop, let them know, (camp) is the
place to go
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Hip hop, let them see, (camp) is the
place to be
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
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Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Hip hop, shake your bum, (camp) is the
place for fun
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Hip hop, move your feet, dancing to the
(camp) beat
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake
it up
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GUIDES OWN & REFLECTIONS
Guide’s Own is a special ceremony. It can be used at a camp or any event for personal
reflection. It can also be used as a time to give thanks for all we have and our special
guiding friends. Guide’s Own can be adapted for use with girls of all ages.
A Guide’s Own can consist of a quiet time, some reflective poems depicting the theme
of your camp, a reading of some sort, a song, a short story, or any combination of these.
As a ceremony, it can be as simple or as complex as you would like to make it – but
keep in mind the dynamics of your group as some are much more introspective than
others. This can be arranged by Guiders or can be planned by girls. This is also a great
time to do your evaluation of camp.
Themed Guides Own
Using your theme assemble stories, songs and/or sayings about nature or camp. Girls
and Guiders can be given a copy of what they are to say and the order they are to be
said. Be sure to make each person's participation very short.
Suggested Readings
It's What's Inside that Counts
Materials needed (per person): square of fabric, elastic band, small rock, shell & feather
Hand out square of material (about the size of your palm).
Say: The world we live in is a material world. But it is not the things we buy, or wear
or what we look like that counts. It's what is on the inside that matters most.
Hand out the rocks.
Say: The rock represents the earth. In our busy lives, whether at school or work, with
our friends, or in our families, we need a solid base to build on. As Guiders and
girls, we help to give each other this solid base.
Hand out the shells.
Say: The shell represents the water. All living things need water; all things on land; all
things in the air; all things in the water. Through Guiding and in other parts of our
lives, we explore the flowing currents of our faith.
Hand out the feathers.
Say: The feathers represent the air. What we do and say can build up or hurt others.
Our words are like the wind -- you do not see them, but you see their effects.Now
wrap these things inside the material and tie it up with an elastic. Remember IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS!
Setting Priorities
A professor of philosophy stood before his class with some items in front of him. When
the class began, wordlessly he picked up a large empty mayonnaise jar and proceeded
to fill it with rocks about two inches in diameter. He then asked the students if the jar
was full. They agreed that it was full.
So the professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured them into the jar. He
shook the jar lightly and watched as the pebbles rolled into the open areas between the
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rocks. The professor then asked the students again if the jar was full. They chuckled
and agreed that it was indeed full this time.
The professor picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. The sand filled the
remaining open areas of the jar. “Now,” said the professor, “I want you to recognize that
this jar signifies your life. The rocks are the truly important things, such as family, health
and relationships. If all else was lost and only the rocks remained, your life would still be
meaningful. The pebbles are the other things that matter in your life, such as work or
school. The sand signifies the remaining “small stuff” and material possessions
Evaluations:
The girls are an excellent gauge for what went right and what went wrong with your
outdoor or camping activity. Take all things into consideration and make notes for the
next time. While some activities in theory should work, once they are put into practice
they may not be as easily facilitated as first thought.
For older girls who have planned and run activities, the evaluation may be focused on
what worked and what should be changed for next time. It can be an open discussion
with notes recorded for later review when planning the next camp. Some questions that
could be asked are:
1. What goals did you set for yourself?
2. Which goals did you accomplish? Which goals were you proudest of?
3. Which were the toughest aspects of this program?
4. Which were the most enjoyable?
5. Which were the least enjoyable?
6. Which were the easiest chores for you to accomplish? Why?
7. Which chores did you continually postpone? Why?
8. What would you do differently next time?
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GUIDER EQUIPMENT LIST
Items not listed under Crafts, Games or Activities. Check with the camp to see what is
provided.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tarps, blankets or tables to do crafts on
Extra blankets for “cold” girls
First Aid kit
Whistle
Watch or clock
Camera for group photo & other pictures
Camp Crests (Optional)
Safe Guide forms: Girls' and Leaders' Health forms (H.1 & H.2), SG.3, SG.4, H.3,
H.4
Available phone if not provided (cell phone)
Camp menus & food
Camp tools- hatchet if needed for campfire, shovel for dirt for campfire safety
Marshmallow sticks, if desired
Matches, lighter, newspaper (for starting a fire)
Duct tape
Cooler
Camp stove with extra fuel (propane canister if small or white gas if using this
type of stove)
Lantern with necessary hoses
Cooking utensils & cookware

Suggested items: pots, fry pan, can opener, knives, spoons, spatula, juice jug, water
jug, bowls, coffee pot, kettle, pot holder, cutting boards, grater, measuring cups/spoons,
toaster
Other kitchen items: coffee, salt, pepper, baking soda (in case of grease fires), tin foil, paper
towels, kitchen towel, wipes, non-stick cooking spray or oil, tablecloths, napkins, rubber
gloves, garbage bags, food handling gloves, zip-lock bags, rope for clothes line &
clothes pins
Dish washing – 3 pans, biodegradable soap, clothes and towels, bleach, scrubbies,
• Hand sanitizer if using biffies – hand soap if not
• Water jug
• Buckets, - water, fire safety
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KIT LIST
BED ROLL:

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

1 warm sleeping bag
1 sleeping mat – nothing that needs a pump, please!
1 small pillow (or pillow case to stuff with clothes)
1 small tarp
rope for tying bed roll

CLOTHING:

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Ranger t-shirt (girls should travel to camp in it)
2 pairs of long pants
2 long sleeved shirts
OPTIONAL:
3 changes of underwear
4 pairs of socks
❑ 1 Small stuffed animal for
Warm pyjamas
bedtime
Warm sweater/sweatshirt
❑ Camera
Warm hat (toque)
❑ Book/quiet time activities
Gloves or mitts
❑ Camp blanket
Rain gear (water-proof jacket & pants)
Rain boots
Outside shoes for dry weather
Indoor shoes or slippers
Camp hat (girls are expected to wear hats at all times)

OTHER:

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Flashlight & extra batteries
Sunscreen
Sit-upon
Water bottle
Toothbrush/paste, soap, Brush/comb, and other toiletries
Small towel & wash cloth
Daypack (school sized backpack)
Dishes (unbreakable plate, mug, bowl, fork, knife, spoon in a mesh bag)

REMINDERS:
•

We will be going outside rain or shine, so please make sure you have the appropriate
clothing for the weather.
• “A warm camper is a happy camper”: wool, fleece and synthetic materials are warmer
than cotton for ANY clothing items!
Please ensure that ALL of your items are clearly labeled with names, especially sleeping
bag bags!
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EVALUATION FORM
Please share with us what you liked about this Camp in a Box, and any things that we
could improve on for next time! Thanks for your input, and Happy Camping!
WHAT DID YOU LIKE BEST?

WHAT WORKED/DIDN’T WORK FOR YOU?

WHAT COULD WE IMPROVE ON FOR NEXT TIME?

COMMENTS

Please return to:
BC Camping Committee
107-252 Esplanade Ave W.
North Vancouver, BC V7M 0E9
or e-mail to:
bc-camping@girlguides.ca
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